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Portable Sport Speaker
When the volume on a smartphone can’t go up any 
higher, turn to a better solution, the Sports Speaker 
from OnHand. The Sports Speaker is loud Bluetooth® 
speaker that can handle the rain or shine and all the 
bumps going here to there. Conveniently sized to fit in 
any cup holder or clip on to belt loops or backpacks. 
Great for skiing or hiking with a 6 hour battery life and 
up to a 30 foot range.

MFG# BLK-SPSOH

Portable Power Stick
OnHand Portable Power Sticks hold a massive 
3000mAh charge allowing users to get nearly 2 
full charges on their smartphone. An increased 
1.5 Amp charge is even faster than charging with 
most household outlets! OnHand Power Sticks are 
compatible with any format of USB charging cord.

MFG# BLU-PPSOH

Octopus Shower Speaker
When customers want to bring their music into the 
shower they should rock OnHand’s Bluetooth® Speaker 
Creatures. Suction the Bluetooth® speaker to the wall 
of the shower and connect while the smartphone stays 
dry in another room. Users can control the music from 
the speaker and even answer incoming calls with the 
built in mic. Speaker Creatures are water resistant, just 
do not submerge under water.

MFG# GRN-SHSOH

OnHand: The perfect stocking stuffer 
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Holiday Charging Essentials
Elite Battery iPhone Case 
The PhoneSuit Elite 6 Battery Case Series provides users with the ultimate in power, 

protection and performance. The sleek, luxurious design and materials provide an ultra-

premium look and feel. PhoneSuit’s advanced chipset and electronics coupled with a 

custom high density lithium-ion polymer battery cell can deliver the 100% extra power 

needed for the iPhone 6 & iPhone 6S.

MFG# PS-ELITE-IP6-BLK

PhoneSuit Journey All-In-One Micro Charger 
The PhoneSuit Journey All-In-One Charger caters to all of mobile charging needs in one 

single device. Integrating a powerful battery, Lightning cable, Micro-USB cable and AC 

wall charger in an ultra-thin profile. Easily fits in a pocket, purse, or bag for wherever it 

needs to go. 

MFG# PS-JOURN-35-BLK

Never Lose Anything Again! 
XY3 Smart Item Tracker
XY3 is a small Bluetooth® device that works with the XY Find It iOS and 

Android apps to help keep things safe. Find keys, camera, or anything else 

using a phone. Attach an XY3, sync, and never lose it again! If an item gets 

lost, XY3 will help guide the user to the beacon with an intuitive hotter and 

colder meter. The app constantly determines where the item was last to 

help start searching in the right place. Users will get a notification when the 

item attached to a tag goes too far from their phone. All of their items are 

synced to their personal account so they can log into the XY Find It app 

from any smart device to find their items. 

Color MFG#
Silver XYBT03-SLVR-01
Ruby XYBT03-RUBY-01
Aquamarine XYBT03-AQUA-01
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HUK TV Mount
The simplest TV mount ever! The three step installation 

method makes assembly easy for everyone. This mount is drill 

free, scratch resistant and nonabrasive, leaving zero damage 

and zero mess.

MFG# HUK00DS

Multipack Label Set
Inspired by the beautiful tiles of Marrakech, the Moroccan Tile label is  

old-world design meets modern-world technology. Package includes labels 

for the MacBook® laptop charger, as well as the iPad® charger and iPhone®/

Apple Watch® charger.

MFG# MR-MP

iPhone Label Set
From the MEO Artist Series, artist Daniela Wicki’s Wave Of Wind series 

is bold and beautiful! The original painting, mixed media on canvas, is 

60inx72in. Package includes one label for 5W USB charger block and one 

label for Lightning cable.

MFG# WW-PH

TV MOUNTS

TM

The Perfect Addition to Those 
Black Friday Purchases.

Express Yourself
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The New Standard of iPad® Stylus 
Adonit Pixel Stylus
The new standard of stylus. 1.9mm Pixelpoint tip increases drag 
and provides unparalleled precision and accuracy along with a 
natural writing and drawing experience. From fine lines to bold 
strokes, the pressure sensitive Pixel with Pixelpoint provides 
complete creative control. The Pixel Stylus is packed with features 
like palm rejection, predictive touch, and shortcut buttons to 
deliver the most seamless user-friendly stylus experience possible. 
Connect Pixel to favorite iOS apps to access key features and 
discover new ways to write, draw, and create! Compatibility: 
iPhone® 5, 6, 6 Plus, iPad® 3 & 4, iPad® Mini 1-4, iPad® Air 1 & 2, 
iPad® Pro 12.7in & 9.7in. 

Color MFG#
Black ADPBL
Bronze ADPBR
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New Holiday Pricing!

CX Gold Action Camera
The ACTIVEON CX Gold takes shooting on an action camera to a 

whole new level. With 16MP and a f/2.4 full glass lens, make every 

adventure into crisp and clear memories. Plus, with a 2in touch screen 

and built-in WiFi, capturing each moment has never been easier.

MFG# GCA10W

CX Action Camera
The ACTIVEON CX is perfect for every adventure no matter how old 

they are. With 5MP and a f/2.4 full glass lens all of their videos will be 

crisp and clear. Plus, a built-in a 2in LCD screen and WiFi making the 

shooting experience even easier. The ACTIVEON CX proves that entry 

level does not have to sacrifice quality.

MFG# CCA10W
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Dri Collection Wingman Tote
The PKG Dri Collection Wingman Tote takes its inspiration from the technical materials and slim silhouettes of 

modern urban outdoor apparel. It’s a water resistant, low volume brief with expandable pockets to allow it to act as a 

medium volume tote for days when traveling light.

MFG# PKG LB03-15-DRI-DGRY

Minimalist Design, Maximum Versatility

Dri Collection STUFF Sleeve
The STUFF sleeve is a remake of our classic ultra-portable sleeve. It features lightweight waterproof and breathable 

exterior fabric, a custom interior lining, oversized zippers, two large zippered outer pockets, and a high density 

padded main compartment big enough for a tablet or laptop and some extra papers, and an integrated handle for  

easy carrying. 

Color Size MFG#
Black 13in PKG LS01-13-DRI-BLK
Black 15in PKG LS01-15-DRI-BLK
Light Gray 13in PKG LS01-13-DRI-LGRY
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Make a lasting impression with Brenthaven

Collins Messenger Bag
The Collins Vertical Messenger Bag is made for the minimalist who 

seeks laptop protection in a slim design. Custom-fit for 13-inch laptops 

with dedicated pockets for additional accessories, this bag is the perfect 

companion for the on-the-go professional.

Description Size MFG#
Graphite 14in 1957
Indigo Chambray 14in 1956

Collins Messenger Bag for Microsoft® Surface Pro 4
Custom-fit to accommodate all Surface devices with dedicated pockets for 

Surface Pen and Surface Mouse, this bag is the perfect companion for the 

on-the-go Surface user. The Collins Vertical Messenger Bag for Surface Pro 4 

is made for the minimalist who seeks laptop protection in a slim design.

Description Size MFG#
Graphite 15in 1974
Indigo Chambray 15in 1973
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Brighten-up Your Holiday
Happy Plugs Earbuds are perfect as an 
everyday accessory to be mixed and 
matched with different outfits. Add some 
color to a stylish night out or day strolling 
in the park. Happy Plugs Earbuds work with 
all smartphones and tablets and they’re 
equipped with built-in mic and remote.

Color Vendor#
Black 7815
Cerise 7818
Cobalt 7813
Mint 7814
Pink 7812
Red 7811
Turquoise 7817
White 7819
Yellow 7816
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The Best Gifts Come in 
Small Packages
Happy Plugs Earbuds are perfect as an 
everyday accessory to be mixed and 
matched with different outfits. Add some 
color to a stylish night out or day strolling 
in the park. Happy Plugs Earbuds work with 
all smartphones and tablets and they’re 
equipped with built-in mic and remote.

Color MFG#
Champagne 7826
Gold 7821
Pink Gold 7827
Rose Gold 7823
Silver 7822
Space Gray 7824
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Not Vodka Insulated Water Bottle, 25oz
Users can take their beverages everywhere knowing they’re giving generously to 

help the global water crisis with this double wall, vacuum insulated and copper lined 

bottle. One dollar is donated to a unique and different non-profit dedicated to efforts 

around water for every one bottle bought. Keeps drinks cold for 30 plus hours and 

hot for 12 hours. BPA, BPS, and toxic free.

Color MFG#
Glossy Blue NV-S25oz-BL1
Glossy Red NV-S25oz-R1
Glossy White NV-S25oz-W1
Matte Black NV-S25oz-B1
Neon Orange NV-S25oz-O1
Neon Pink NV-S25oz-P1
Sea Foam NV-S25oz-SF1

Stainless Steel Vacuum Mug
The intuitive leak-proof flip lid is perfect 

for everyday on-the-go use with single-

serve coffee machine compatibility and 

car-cup friendly. Vacuum insulated to 

keep drinks hot for 4 hours or cold for 

24 hours. Dishwasher safe and BPA free. 

Assorted colors include: Berry, Fern, 

Marina, and Tomato.

MFG# 10-01919-001

Insulated Plastic Mug
One-handed open and close flip level 

lid makes sipping on-the-go easier 

than ever. Single-serve coffee machine 

compatible, leak-proof, and double wall 

insulated. Dishwasher safe. Assorted 

colors include: Berry, Fern, Marina, and 

Tomato.

MFG# 10-01918-001

Cheers to the Holidays!

Refresh your beverage 
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Find Your Clarity

Monster ClarityHD In-Ear Headphones
Standard earbuds offer lackluster sound with uncomfortable 

hard plastic construction. Trash those generic models and step 

up to Monster’s thoughtfully designed, incredible-sounding 

ClarityHD high-performance earbuds for an affordable, 

exceptionally comfortable and sonically superior high-

definition audio experience. Has advanced construction with 

reinforcement at critical stress points and an ergonomically 

designed multiple ear tips for a better fit. These buds will not 

fall out of users ears like other buds. Premium sound quality at 

an incredible value offering superior noise isolation, ControlTalk 

Universal for clearer calls, and simple music controls. Flat, 

tangle-resistant cable. Extremely lightweight. Low-profile right 

angle connector.
Color MFG#
Green MH CLY IE N-GR CU WW
Pink MH CLY IE N-PNK CU WW
White MH CLY IE WH CU WW
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High-Performance Sound
Peppermint Earphones
Tangle-resistant, noise-isolating stereo earphones with mic and 
remote for all iPhone®, iPod® touch, iPod® nano, iPad® Air, iPad®, 
Samsung® Galaxy S series, Galaxy Note series, Galaxy Tab series, LG, 
HTC, and other smartphones, tablets and 3.5mm audio devices.

Color MFG#
Pink PPMINTSPK
Purple PPMINTSPU
Red PPMINTSRD
White PPMINTSWH
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